2) Plasma uric acid was found to be appreciably elevated in the hot temperature group (increase being relatively more in normals than in dwarfs). Hot temperature had a very highly significant depressent effect on 8 and 12 weeks body weight. The effect was observed to be less significant at 4 weeks while it was non-significant for 18 weeks body weight and for plasma glucose level. 3) Effect of sire family was found to be significant for all the traits measured. No trait showed any genotype X family interaction. 4) Very highly significant interaction between genotype at Dw locus and temperature treatment was observed for body weights at 8, 12, 18 weeks and plasma uric acid level, these traits being less affected at high temperature for dwarfs.
1) A very highly significant difference between genotypes was obtained in plasma uric acid level at 18 weeks, dwarfs having almost the double values than normals. As expected body weight and shank length differences were very highly significant. A difference for plasma glucose was found significant at 5 p. 100 level only with pooled environments.
2) Plasma uric acid was found to be appreciably elevated in the hot temperature group (increase being relatively more in normals than in dwarfs). Hot temperature had a very highly significant depressent effect on 8 and 12 weeks body weight. The effect was observed to be less significant at 4 weeks while it was non-significant for 18 weeks body weight and for plasma glucose level. 3) Effect of sire family was found to be significant for all the traits measured. No trait showed any genotype X family interaction. 4) Very highly significant interaction between genotype at Dw locus and temperature treatment was observed for body weights at 8, 12, 18 weeks and plasma uric acid level, these traits being less affected at high temperature for dwarfs.
Four week body weight and shank length were also found to show significant interaction whereas such effect was non-significant for plasma glucose level.
-Introduction
A considerable amount of research has been carried out on the dwarfing effect of the dw gene after it was first described by H UTT (1949) Tables 3 and 4 give the analysis of variance for the characters with environments separate and combined respectively. (1971, 1974) . G UILLAUME (1976) Scanning through the literature it appears that there is no report yet on the measure of either plasma uric acid or its clearance in dwarfs. However, WOOD et al. (1971) demonstrated that protein metabolism of dwarf hens differed from that of normal siblings. G UILLAUME (1972) also demonstrated that the level of free amino acids is lower in dwarf birds. G UILLAUME & L ARBIER (1974) and G UILLA U ME (1975) also obtained an estimation of protein anabolism per g of tissue higher in dwarf chicks, which was similar to the findings of BROWN et al. (1972) . Since the dwarf chick has a smaller protein retention (G UILLAUME , 1969) 
